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FEATURED NEWS POLITICS

By Alexander Baron

Anjem Choudary is a controversial gure, one who revels in his notoriety. However, much of what

he says makes sense when stripped of its ery rhetoric. After the shocking murder of Lee Rigby in

May 2013, he said the soldier would burn in Hell, a deliberately in ammatory statement which he

know would be picked up by both the mainstream media and Islam-haters, but every Moslem,

every Christian, every true believer holds to the same belief, namely that all non-believers will

burn in Hell unless they come to Allah, Jesus, or whoever.

His views on Western intervention and meddling in especially the Middle East are likewise shared

by most of the UK and indeed the American public; again it is not what he says but the way that he

says it.

Here he is together with two fellow travellers ranting against the Home Secretary and the British
Government in an impromptu press conference on Monday responding to the latest
outburst from Theresa May. Whatever one thinks of them, they are intelligent men who make out
an impressive case. Listen carefully to what they are saying and ask yourself if the offence they
cause is not due more to their presentation than the substance of their arguments.
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